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Beginning March 4, Starbucks will expand the customer-favorite Macchiato platform with new core espresso offering, 
the Starbucks® Vanilla Macchiato, at participating Starbucks® stores nationwide. Vanilla is the most popular flavor in 
our retail stores, and this decadent, layered Vanilla Macchiato is a delicious way to enjoy this popular flavor in a new 
way. Customers can now enjoy this delicious beverage in three flavors: Vanilla Macchiato, Caramel Macchiato and the 
Hazelnut Macchiato.  
 

NEW! Vanilla Macchiato 

No beverage exemplifies the Starbucks® espresso experience quite like our Macchiato. Just like our 
beloved Caramel Macchiato and Hazelnut Macchiato, the Vanilla Macchiato features sweet vanilla-

flavored syrup, individually steamed velvety-smooth milk “marked” with our 
signature, perfectly balanced espresso. The beverage is then finished with a 
delectable drizzle made with a mix of brown sugar, butter, Madagascar Bourbon 
vanilla and slight hints of salt. The beautiful layers of Starbucks® Macchiato 
beverages are delicious hot or iced with flavors and textures that evolve with 
every sip.  

 

The Perfect Espresso Shot 

Espresso is the key to making Starbucks® signature handcrafted beverages truly stand apart. Our 
baristas carefully craft each shot of espresso using freshly ground Starbucks® Espresso Roast that 
features a rich flavor, lingering aroma and caramelly sweetness that is the perfect foundation for 
our espresso-based beverages. 
 
Espresso shots are pulled between 18 and 23 seconds to produce three distinct layers: the heart, 
the body and a thin layer of sweet, foamy crèma on top. Each shot is then added to the drink within 
10 seconds to help ensure it has a balanced, rich espresso flavor. 

 

Beverage Customization 

Starbucks skilled baristas can customize an espresso beverage for you in more than 170,000 different ways, while 
ensuring that you get a consistent, high-quality beverage every time, hot or iced. Whether it’s requesting your milk 
preference, substituting our signature or sugar-free syrups, or adding an extra shot, Starbucks skilled baristas 
personalize and handcraft your beverage just for you. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

### 

Americano Latte 

Mocha 

Espresso Mocha 
Latte Americano Espresso 
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